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Day1

Pikamee Amano Q&A (L)
Pikame Amano streams on Twitch live, come and chat with 
this bilingual virtual YouTuber! Kuro Stage

Anime Hasn't Changed, But You Have (F)

Think about the last anime you watched. Was it from this 
season? Is it hard for you to find motivation to watch more 
than you used to watch in the past? Do you hold a belief that 
anime of the past were way better than what is on now? What 
if I told you that it's a natural way of thinking and you can learn 
ways to make Anime as fun as it was in the past? Join 
ChunandRice for another anime fan wellness presentation, a 
sequel to the "Your Taste In Anime Isn't Garbage" panel! Tsuki Stage

Opening Ceremony (L) Come see Chris and Jeff kick off the convention! Kuro Stage
Live Drawing:  Drago Kuro Stage

VTuber Business Intelligence (F)

Ever wonder how much VTubers make and how popular they 
really are? You'll probably never get exact amounts, but you 
can sure estimate them after cross-referencing a bunch of 
different sources with known data. Tsuki Stage

Anisong Talk : 2020 Anisong (F)
Chris, and his co-panelist go over the state of anime music in 
2020 Kuro Stage

Live Drawing: ArtsyPosey Tsuki Stage

Artist Drawpile (L)
Live drawing from a bunch of artists drawing together on the 
same canvas.  Featuring Softmode! Kuro Stage

Print Your Dreams: A Hobbyist's Introduction to 
3D Printing (F)

Whether you are making minis for your tabletop game or props 
for your cosplay,  3D printing has recently become an 
attractive technique for hobbyists. Learn how to get started 
with an introduction to the 3D printing workflow, the common 
types of printers and printing materials, as well as advice to 
get started with this exciting new tool. Tsuki Stage

An Introduction to Chika Idols (F)

An introduction to the world of "underground" idols, or chika 
idols -- Japanese female idol groups that are just starting out 
and trying to make it big one day. We discuss how to discover 
and support new groups, and maybe find your future kami-
oshi! Kuro Stage

Sekai Project, the Panel. Round 2

We're back once again with news about recent and upcoming 
releases. Sit back and relax as we bring you all the details on 
what's happening at Sekai Project! Kuro Stage

4846 Media domination - The Rise and Fall (F)

How did AKB group and the Sakamichi franchise manage to 
obtain and maintain mainstream media presence? What 
worked and what didn't? What is in store for the future? Tsuki Stage

More State of the Manga Industry (I)

Join Patrick Sutton as he talks to industry veterans Ajani 
Oloye and Ed Chavez about the latest news and changes to 
the North American manga industry. 2020 has been a unique 
year for manga publishing and the panelists will cover some of 
the trials and successes of the year so far. Kuro Stage

Kanvy's Guide to "STRONG" (F)

Learn the lore of the iconic elixir "Strong Zero", the basics of 
basic Konbini diving at 3am, and the guide to effective drinking 
and good times! Tsuki Stage

Live Drawing:  Tsunau Kuro Stage

Exploring The iDOLM@STER Timeline (F)

The iDOLM@STER is now 15 years old! Let's take a trip down 
memory lane and explore all the various games released so 
far... and try to organize them into a convoluted timeline. Tsuki Stage

Machi Asobi Mini Crash Course (F)
What is Machi Asobi, why you should go, how to get there, 
etc. Kuro Stage

Yun*Chi  Mini-Live Yun*Chi is great, come watch her play and sing! Kuro Stage

Saturday DJ Set (L)

bluemistP & YoshiUnity Live Drawing
KT
DJ zalas Kuro Stage



Day 2

Case Studies on YouTube-based Anime 
Distribution Model in Southeast Asia (F)

Let's talk about the interesting case of two anime distributors 
in South East Asia which uses YouTube as a platform to 
stream anime legally. Kuro Stage

Live Drawing:  Sayuui Tsuki Stage
Live Drawing:  Starjelly Kuro Stage

DIY Guide to Itasha (F)

You may have seen these mythical vehicles wrapped in anime 
characters. We'll be going over itasha, what it is, and how you 
can do it yourself. Tsuki Stage

Hikarin Cosplay Panel Kuro Stage

Laid-Back Cycling: A Guide to Touring in Japan 
(F)

Ever been interested what it's like to travel Japan by bike? 
Follow lae as he describes his experience and method over 
the course of 4000km worth of trips in Hokkaido, Honshu and 
elsewhere! Tsuki Stage

Live Drawing:  Softmode Kuro Stage

Showa Sparks! Japanese music in the 80s (F)
Songs that brings you back to Showa era performed by Mira
(Blueonpink) from Twinkle Tsuki Stage

Online Events (F) Discussion of online events so far and what's to come. Kuro Stage
Live Drawing:  Arun Tsuki Stage

Inside the Manga Freelancers' Studio (F)

DENPA publisher Ed Chavez sits down to talk about the 
manga production process with the translators and letterers 
that make their books so great. A look at the production 
process from the people who do most of the localization; from 
those who assign the work, those who translate the titles, the 
letterers and designers and finally those who edit the projects 
you all love. Kuro Stage

Cooking with Omo, Volume 2 (F)
Watch omo cook some karaage IRL, and talk about some 
current events in imas world Tsuki Stage

Iku Arino Q&A Kuro Stage

How to Run Epic DJ Live Stream Events (F)

The operators of AniCLover/Anikura Unison, AnimeltUp!, and 
more share their setups and secrets to run stable and epic 
intercontinental multi-DJ live stream events. Join us to learn 
how you can do it too! Tsuki Stage

Mahjong Finale Replay of highlights from the Mahjon Soul tournament! Kuro Stage

Those Chinese Cartoons (F)

We all bring up those "Chinese cartoons" while making fun of 
anime, but ever think of the actual thing? You'll find out more 
in this assortment of (literal) Chinese cartoons, and maybe find 
some recommendations based on existing anime that you 
already watch! Tsuki Stage

Machico Q&A Kuro Stage

Closing Talk (L)
Watch Chris and Jeff wrap it up! Come and let us know how 
the con was! Kuro Stage

Sunday DJ Set (L)

JerryTheRisu
fireaxe
96tski
DJ Dekimasen Kuro Stage

Fate/beyond stay night (F)

The Fate/ franchise continues to grow in popularity through the 
media that have existed in its 15+ year history, ranging from 
anime and manga to video games and light novels. In this 
panel you will learn about some of the lesser known entries in 
the Fate/ multiverse. Tsuki Stage


